
Owner's Manual
ITEM NAME:BABY STROLLER
ITEM : #469
Please read this owner's manual carefully and keep it for future reference.

PARTS LIST

frame*1 rear wheel *2 front wheel * 2 parent tray * 1

front tray * 1 wheel cap * 2    rear wheel housing * 2 rear axel * 1 small parts parcel * 1

Dear Customer,

Thank you for purchasing your new Dream On Me stroller. We are pleased that you have chosen this product and

hope you will be completely satisfied with the service you receive from this item.

We advise you to read the instructions BEFORE assembly and USE of the product, then KEEP THEM IN A SAFE

PLACE FOR FUTURE USE. Failure to read instructions carefully can jeopardize the safety of your child. Careful

attention to the care instructions of the stroller will enable long and trouble free use of your new purchase.

In the event your  product requires repair, please contact us. Our Consumer Services department will provide you the

proper steps to ensure the fastest remedy to your problem.

Sincerely,

Dream On Me Inc.
1532 S Washington Ave
Piscataway TWP NJ 08854
TEL: 732-752-7220
Customer Care: +1 (732) 366-1788

                                    CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
AVOID SERIOUS INJURY; PLEASE DO A ROUTINE MAINTAINANCE INSPECTION.

1. Never force any folding or adjustable parts.

2. Ensure that all the devices are correctly engaged before use.

3. Regularly lubricate all moving parts with silicon spray only.

4. To clean plastic or cloth surface, use lukewarm water with mild detergent only. To clean metal surface, wipe

   clean with soft, damp cloth. Do not use abrasives or solvents.

5. Do not keep the stroller in the damp, cold or hot place.

6. Check the folding lock when not using. Please do not leave your stroller outside unprotected.

7. Regularly check unit to ensure no parts are loose or broken.Do not use the product if any parts are missing, loose

or broken



How to Assemble  Baby Stroller

1 Remove the product from packaging.

2 press the red button to be horizonal location , lift up  the handle to open the  frame ,
 see fig.1 fig.2 fig.3 and fig.4
fig.1 fig.2 fig.3 fig.4
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fig.5 fig.6 fig.7
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5
Assembly the rear wheel as fig.9, 10,11. and 12
Fig.9 Fig.10 Fig.11

Fig.12

Aattching the rear wheel .

Attaching the canopy frame .

 Insert the canoy tube into the plastic holder until you hear the" click ", make sure that it lock into location

See Figure 8 .

ASSMBLY THE BASKET TUB.

Press the metal spring by one hand(fig.5 and fig. 6), and push the basket tube toward by the other hand to

insert into mother tube, Make sure the spring comes out from the hole of mother tube to lock into its

location(fig. 7).
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Insert front wheels into front axle, see fig.13 Fig.13
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 fig. 14  fig. 15  fig. 16
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fig. 17

FUNCTIONS

1

fig.18 fig, 19

2

fig.20 fig.21

Attaching Front Wheel.

Attaching Front tray.

Attaching parent tray.
Press down the parent tray until fixed. See fig. 17

How to fold the stroller .
First fold the canopy backword,press the top button to left meanwhile press the bottom button up, then pull

the stroller forward to fold the stroller. See fig18.

Using the hook to fix it after folding, see fig.19

How to unfold the stroller .
First release folding hook(fig.20), pull  the stroller to opposite directions until you hear a "click",make sure

the lock device locked into place.see fig. 21

  Hold the tray, and press down one side into the frame, then you hear the click, see fig.14 and fig.15, 
  then press down another side through the red botton, see fig.16.
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fig.22
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fig. 23
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Fig.24

6 fig,25

5 Front Swivel Locks.

fig.26

Never leave child unattended.

Avoid serious injury from falling or sliding out. Always use seat belt. Check frequently to make sure it is secure.

Belts must be threaded exactly as shown.

Push the front wheel swivel release lever up then can lock the

direction, press it down, then release. See Figure 26.

How to adjust the backrest .
Press the button on the adjustor , you can adjust the backrest to be in comfortable postion.see fig. 22

How to adjust handle height .
Press the buttons on both sides , you can adjust the handle bar to be in different height..see fig. 23

How to use the safety harness .
Insert both fasteners security into the clasp.Adjust each strap length as needed..see fig. 24

conversely, press the button of buckle you can release undo the harness.

Button

How to use the brake .
Step down the  lever to lock stroller, see fig. 25

Lift up the lever to release.



1. Adult assembly is required. This stroller contains small parts, which are for adult assembly only. Keep small

   childrenaway while assembling the stroller.

2. Remove protective material and plastic bags and dispose of them before assembling the stroller.

3. Stroller is suitable for children from 6 to 36 months.

4. Ensure that all locking devices are engaged before use. Check that the stroller or  seat attachment devices

  are correctly engaged before use.

5. Avoid serious injury from falling or sliding out. ALWAYS use seat belt. After fastening buckles, adjust belts

   to get a snug fit around your child.

6. Stroller is for one child only.

7. DO NOT use storage basket to carry children.

8. Stroller seating unit MUST be removed prior to use with an infant carrier.

9. ALWAYS ensure your infant carrier is properly positioned and locked into stroller according to these

   instructions.Failure to follow these warnings and the assembly instructions could result in serious injury or

   death

10. NEVER lift the stroller by the infant carrier handle or arm bar.

11. ALWAYS set the parking brake when placing child in or removing child from seating unit.

12. Open stroller away from the child before use.

13. DO NOT use the stroller when the road is not smooth. DO NOT keep stroller near hot surfaces or other

      similar dangerous places.

14. NEVER leave child unattended while in the stroller. DO NOT allow child to crawl out under or over the

      bumper or stand in the stroller.

15. DO NOT lift stroller with child inside.

16. The backrest should be adjusted by the adult.

17. Any accessories which are not approved by the manufacturer shall not be used.

18. To prevent a hazardous, unstable condition, DO NOT hang or place items on the stroller handle, canopy, or

      frame.

19. This product is not suitable for running, skating, or other similar activities.

20. ALWAYS use the crotch strap in combination with the waist belt.

21. Follow the washing instructions on the seat pad.

22. Use of the stroller with a child weighing more than 40lbs (18kg) could be unsafe.

23. To prevent a hazardous, unstable condition, DO NOT place more than 11bs(5kg) in basket.DO NOT place

     more than 0.5KGS in parent tray,  DO NOT place more than 0.5KGS in  canopy pocket.

24. To prevent empyrosis injuiry, DO NOT place hot liquid in front tray.
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